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Singapore Airlines Considers Selling Aircraft
Singapore Airlines is examining its option to sell and leaseback some aircraft in a

bid to raise some cash. A recent report in Forbes indicates that the airline is

seeking some flexibility with its fleet. With most of its aircraft owned outright, this

move would give Singapore Airlines much needed cash without adding too much

to overall long-term costs.. Singapore Airlines has a fleet of over 130 aircraft.

Another 70+ aircraft operate for its subsidiaries, SilkAir and Scoot. Of this fleet, the

Singapore Airlines Group owns most aircraft outright. Older leased aircraft are

starting to make their way out in favor of newer aircraft.

Antifa Attacks Children’s Facility
Antifa and other Far Left groups staged a May Day demonstration in

Chicago, attacking a facility of a nonprofit organization that houses

migrants and unaccompanied minors. Despite the violence perpetrated by

the group, who set off incendiary devices, and the lack of social distancing

of the protesters, the demonstration received almost no press coverage.

The protesters were demanding that the facility release the children to

Shared Themes, Tactics in White Supremacist and Islamist Extremist 
Propaganda

Islamist extremist propaganda and white supremacist propaganda not only

reflect similar themes and memes in the ways they recruit and incite, but pose

the shared danger of reeling in followers and potentially driving them to violent

acts. Terror attacks are increasingly hybrid, and so are the attackers —

extremists are feeding off each other’s best practices. The web is a terror

marketplace where a group speaks not only to its own adherents and an

individual doesn’t just shout into the void when posting bomb-making

techniques or target suggestions, but they all contribute to an ample open-

sponsors after a number of residents at the facility tested positive for coronavirus. The facility, located in

Roger’s Park, is run by Heartland Alliance, which describes itself as “one of the world’s leading anti-poverty

organizations focused on ending poverty through housing, healthcare, jobs and justice.”

source library of D.I.Y. extremist training and incitement that crosses group allegiances and ideologies.

White supremacist groups and purveyors of racism and anti-Semitism have found an online base for

incitement and recruitment much like ISIS honed the medium to further their goals of building ranks and

inspiring lone terrorists. Domestic extremists are also posting memes and metal-soundtrack training-camp

videos that echo the stylized violence and call to arms used with devastating effect by ISIS and al-Qaeda.
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Al-Shabaab Crafts New Ways to Replenish Funds
Local Al-Shabaab terrorists are leading a vicious extortion ring for the

Somali-based terror organisation within Kenyan borders, a security report

seen by the Sunday Nation indicates. The Kenyans were recruited by the

group and trained in Somalia before being deployed in the northern

counties of Wajir, Mandera and Garissa to lead in the extortion of locals

through which they fund Al-Shabaab activities across the border in Somalia.

Heathrow Airport Trials New COVID-19 Screening Technologies 
and Calls for International Standard

Airport Deploys UV Cleaning Robots
Pittsburgh International Airport (PIT) is deploying autonomous robots to deep

clean floors in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The robots use ultraviolet

lights that augment their traditional cleaning tools, a first for U.S. airports.

Researchers believe UV-C rays, which have been used to sanitize hospital

rooms for decades, can be applied in other high-traffic settings, like airports,

with similar results. PIT has teamed up with Pittsburgh-based Carnegie

Robotics to deploy a pair of autonomous floor scrubbers — essentially self-

driving robots that clean floors in an ultra-efficient manner. The application of

UV is part of a strategic airport-wide approach to cleaning as airport officials

Heathrow Airport CEO, John Holland-Kaye has announced that the airport is to

trial technologies and processes which could form the basis of a Common

International Standard for health screening at all global airports. The aim of the

collective measures being tested is to reduce the risk of contracting or

transmitting COVID-19 while traveling. The package of measures that will need

to be adopted will consist of tried and tested processes and technology as well

as innovations new to the airport environment. Concepts under review as part

Recruiting from Beyond the Grave: A European Follows Anwar al-
Awlaki Into ISIS
Awlaki, an infamous Yemeni imam lecturing in English is credited with

convincing thousands of Muslims all over the Western world that militant jihad

was their individual obligation, as was hijra—that is, moving to lands ruled by

shariah law—and that building an Islamic Caliphate should be their goal as they

fought jihad tirelessly till the end times. When Ibn Adam was introduced to

Awlaki’s virulent influence, Awlaki was already dead, drone killed in Yemen by

the American forces. Yet Awlaki was still alive and well on the Internet, as he lectured from beyond the

grave and continued to draw young and impressionable Muslims into groups like ISIS.

look to incorporate UV disinfecting technology in additional ways, including on handrails of escalators and

moving walkways, elevator buttons and other high-touch areas, said Katherine Karolick, senior vice

president of Information Technology for PIT.

of the Heathrow trials include: UV sanitation, which could be used to quickly and efficiently sanitize security

trays; facial recognition thermal screening technology to accurately track body temperature; and contact-

free security screening equipment to reduce person-to-person contact.

The report reveals how the terror organisation, which has lost considerable territory in Somalia, is finding

new ways to make vast sums of money, something that could boost its capacity to carry out more terror

attacks.


